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High interest, edgy activities fill the pages of Nailed It! Extreme Skateboarding. The carefully

written, considerate text will hold the readers' interest and allow for successful mastery and

comprehension. Written in the high-low format, this series has a HIGH interest level to appeal

to a more mature audience but maintains a LOW level of complexity with clear visuals to help

struggling readers along. Extreme Skateboarding presents the thrills and spills of this most

intriguing extreme sport. A table of contents, glossary with simplified pronunciations, and index

all enhance achievement and comprehension.

"Let's be honest, books about warfare tend to fly off the shelf, and this series is worth a good

look. Craft enthusiasts will use rubber bands, craft sticks, paper tubes, and pencils to fling

paper wads and marshmallows across the room or set up a battlefield for warriors made of

plastic eggs. Most of the projects are tricky to make, and though each one is explained via

multiple illustrated steps, even confident crafters might benefit from photos instead of drawings.

Materials are culled from the recycle bin or the office, sometimes creating more work than

necessary (instead of being told to use dowels, students are instructed to cut the point and

eraser off of pencils). Illustrated sidebars give historical anecdotes for each project. VERDICT:

Perseverance is key with these high-interest crafts." �School Library Journal, Series Made

Simple"Everything you need to know to create your own tabletop medieval battlefields.

Readers interested in models, warfare, and construction will find lots to love in this volume, an

instructional tome dedicated to helping readers build the best tabletop siege engines. Readers

will learn how to build trebuchets, spring-armed catapults, blasting ballistas, and more. Young

tinkerers will delight in poking through their recycling bins and junk drawers to find materials to

build weaponry of all sorts. The materials are not exotic: paperclips, produce-bag netting, the

occasional spork. The instructions are clean and clear, charmingly illustrated with a diverse

array of child warriors, and smartly paced. Bits of history involving these war machines pop up

here and there ('The balls [early catapults] fired could fell ranks of soldiers at a range of 1,300

feet (400 m)'), but the primary focus here is model-building technique. Readers are encouraged

to use what they've learned and design their own weapons, with modifications as desired. For

those delighted by the concept of tabletop warfare, three other titles offering instructions on

how to develop the battlefield are concurrently published: Castle Attack, Ready, Aim, Launch!,

and Surprise the Enemy. All three detail their subjects in similar fashion. An excellent resource

that will spark the imaginations of many readers." �Kirkus Reviews--This text refers to the library

edition.About the AuthorRob Ives is a former math and science teacher and now a designer

and paper engineer living in Cumbria, UK. He creates science- and project-based children's

books, including Paper Models that Rock! and Paper Automata. He specializes in character-

based paper animations and all kinds of fun and fascinating science projects, and often visits

schools to talk about design technology and demonstrate his models.John Paul de Quay has a

BS in biology from the University of Sussex, UK, and a graduate certificate in animation from

the University of the West of England. He lives in the UK. --This text refers to the library edition.
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1Falling, Failing,and FlyingWhy is Jake Brown a good example of an extremeskateboarder?

What are the Summer X Games? What arethe goals of extreme skateboarders? What risks do

they take?Jake Brown takes an elevator. He goes to the top of theMegaRamp. He goes down

the huge ramp. He getsspeed. He goes up the slope, or curve. He jumps acrossthe giant gap.

He makes two circles in the air. He doesn’tgrab his board. This trick is called a 720. He’s the

firstperson to do it.Brown lands on the quarterpipe. A quarterpipe is halfof a U-shaped ramp.

He goes down the slope. He speeds up4the other slope. He’s in the air. Then he loses control



of hisskateboard. He falls more than 45 feet (13.7 meters). Hehits the ground hard. His shoes

fly off his feet. He’s still foreight minutes.Brown finally wakes up. He asks, “Did I make the

720?”Brown is an extreme skateboarder. He lives for skating.The MegaRamp is a huge skate

structure.It consists of the roll-in ramp, the gap jump,and the quarterpipe ramp.51Falling,

Failing,and FlyingWhy is Jake Brown a good example of an extremeskateboarder? What are

the Summer X Games? What arethe goals of extreme skateboarders? What risks do they take?

Jake Brown takes an elevator. He goes to the top of theMegaRamp. He goes down the huge

ramp. He getsspeed. He goes up the slope, or curve. He jumps acrossthe giant gap. He makes

two circles in the air. He doesn’tgrab his board. This trick is called a 720. He’s the firstperson to

do it.Brown lands on the quarterpipe. A quarterpipe is halfof a U-shaped ramp. He goes down

the slope. He speeds upthe other slope. He’s in the air. Then he loses control of hisskateboard.

He falls more than 45 feet (13.7 meters). Hehits the ground hard. His shoes fly off his feet. He’s

still foreight minutes.Brown finally wakes up. He asks, “Did I make the 720?”Brown is an

extreme skateboarder. He lives for skating.The MegaRamp is a huge skate structure.It consists

of the roll-in ramp, the gap jump,and the quarterpipe ramp.

Skateboarders should remember not to catchthemselves with their hands when they

fall.6Nailed It!Advice from the Field:How to FallHow did Jake Brown survive? He was falling

headfirst. He movedso his feet were facing down instead. He spread out the impactof his crash

between his ankle, knee, and hip. If he were spinningor somersaulting, he wouldn’t have been

able to control how helanded. His helmet prevented a deadly head injury.Tips for falling:Roll on

your shoulder or back. This evenly spreadsout the impact.Do NOT catch yourself with your

hands.Fall on your knees when on ramps. (Kneepads protectknees.) Then slide down the

ramp.He was lucky to be alive. He hurt many body parts. He gotbetter. He started skating

again. He practiced. He trained.7Skateboarders should remember not to catchthemselves with

their hands when they fall.Nailed It!Advice from the Field:How to FallHow did Jake Brown

survive? He was falling headfirst. He movedso his feet were facing down instead. He spread

out the impactof his crash between his ankle, knee, and hip. If he were spinningor

somersaulting, he wouldn’t have been able to control how helanded. His helmet prevented a

deadly head injury.Tips for falling:Roll on your shoulder or back. This evenly spreadsout the

impact.Do NOT catch yourself with your hands.Fall on your knees when on ramps. (Kneepads

protectknees.) Then slide down the ramp.He was lucky to be alive. He hurt many body parts.

He gotbetter. He started skating again. He practiced. He trained.

Brown participates in the Summer X Games. The X Gamesare a competition, or contest. They

are for extreme sports.He does crazy tricks in the air. He won a gold medal. Hewon two years

in a row.Danny Way invented the MegaRamp. He respects JakeBrown. He said, “It’s not about

how hard he can fall. He’sone of the guys out there that’s innovating.” Skatersinvent. They make

changes. They push skateboardingto the next level.Skaters take big risks. Their main goal is

flying, or catchingbig air. To do that, they must fall and fail. Tony Hawk landeda 900. He was the

first person to do it. A 900 is two and ahalf turns. He failed 10 times before landing it.

GabrielRamos tried to land a 1080. A 1080 is three turns. He failed29 times.“It’s not about how

hard hecan fall. He’s one of the guysout there that’s innovating.”8Extreme skateboarders fall

many times beforethey catch air.9Brown participates in the Summer X Games. The X

Gamesare a competition, or contest. They are for extreme sports.He does crazy tricks in the

air. He won a gold medal. Hewon two years in a row.Danny Way invented the MegaRamp. He

respects JakeBrown. He said, “It’s not about how hard he can fall. He’sone of the guys out



there that’s innovating.” Skatersinvent. They make changes. They push skateboardingto the

next level.Skaters take big risks. Their main goal is flying, or catchingbig air. To do that, they

must fall and fail. Tony Hawk landeda 900. He was the first person to do it. A 900 is two and

ahalf turns. He failed 10 times before landing it. GabrielRamos tried to land a 1080. A 1080 is

three turns. He failed29 times.“It’s not about how hard hecan fall. He’s one of the guysout there

that’s innovating.”Extreme skateboarders fall many times beforethey catch air.

2No Guts, No Glory!No Limits!What makes extreme skateboarding extreme? How do

skatersget air? What are the three styles of extreme skateboarding?Difficult tricks make

skateboarding extreme. To get air, theyuse or invent obstacles. Obstacles are skating

structures.They can be ramps. They can be things like benches or stairs.William Spencer did

front flips down a set of stairs. Then helanded on his board. Adam Miller skated down a ramp.

Hisboard hit another board. He did backflips over six stairs.Then he landed on the other board.

Skaters are alwayscreating new tricks.There are three styles of extreme skateboarding. First,

there10is vertical or vert skateboarding. Vert skaters useobstacles to build speed. They get

vertical, or straight up, inthe air. They do spins. They also do aerials. Aerials aretricks in the air.

Tony Hawk has created many vert tricks.Tony Hawk is called the “Birdman.” He looks likehe’s

flying when he’s skating.112No Guts, No Glory!No Limits!What makes extreme skateboarding

extreme? How do skatersget air? What are the three styles of extreme skateboarding?Difficult

tricks make skateboarding extreme. To get air, theyuse or invent obstacles. Obstacles are

skating structures.They can be ramps. They can be things like benches or stairs.William

Spencer did front flips down a set of stairs. Then helanded on his board. Adam Miller skated

down a ramp. Hisboard hit another board. He did backflips over six stairs.Then he landed on

the other board. Skaters are alwayscreating new tricks.There are three styles of extreme

skateboarding. First, thereis vertical or vert skateboarding. Vert skaters useobstacles to build

speed. They get vertical, or straight up, inthe air. They do spins. They also do aerials. Aerials

aretricks in the air. Tony Hawk has created many vert tricks.Tony Hawk is called the “Birdman.”

He looks likehe’s flying when he’s skating.
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The book by Francesca Cavallo has a rating of 5 out of 4.7. 2,325 people have provided

feedback.
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